
 

 

IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE AND FLUENCY IN CONVEYING AN IDEA  

 

How much data needs to be correct, good use of communication medium etc. needed in 

conveying data to sender from a receiver?  

 Almost full! 

This is also the case When we are conveying any idea to someone. Fluency and language 

matter most not only to the extent of understanding of someone who is listening or receiving an 

idea . This also impacts the listener. Any speaker who is having good knowledge of language 

and having good fluency can impact more than any other speaker who doesn't have it.  

If you don't have good knowledge of language and dont have good fluency, you will not be 

considered as a good speaker. No matter how important your idea is, if you don't have good 

skill  to deliver it with fluency it can affect your good idea also . There can be some people who 

will not understand your idea well because of lack of  this skill. 

Speaking fluency is also an important component of communication, because the skill of 

speaking fluently can help the speaker to produce continuous speech without any difficulties for 

the listener and to maintain the communicative ideas more effectively in a best way . 

 

This affects each and every person from every Field it can be any person who working in any 

organization, student who studying any school college etc. 

Now let's discuss some points which tells the importance of language and fluency in conveying 

an idea: 

❏ Listeners understand easily: If you have a good knowledge of language and have fluency 

in your language , then the listener can understand easily and it also impacts good on the 

listener's mind about the speaker. Your idea will be communicated to the listener in a 

neat and clean way . 

 

❏ Become a good speaker : Good speakers communicate and get their message across 

smoothly, even though they may make any mistakes. Communication is the most 

important part of speaking and it is very important to communicate your ideas as natural 

as possible and fluency is the essential element of this to make your communication 

natural. 

 



 

 

❏ Makes you confident : If you are fluent in speaking and having knowledge of language ,it 

makes you confident about speaking . It will give you an opportunity to speak anywhere 

with confidence . 

 

❏ Sounds natural :  If you are fluent in speaking  and have proper knowledge of language , 

then you can easily defeat any native speaker with your communication skill and also it 

will sound natural , which impacts  more on listeners .   

  

❏ Impact on the listener: A speaker having good knowledge of language and having fluency 

can convey their idea in a best way , which impacts the listener . Fluency in speaking is 

the need in communication in every field of life . by speaking in simple phrases , rather 

than in complex sentences , you will increase your fluency and help your audience stay 

engaged with focus in your idea in your way  .  

 

❏ Good vehicle of idea: Your language and fluency is the vehicle who conveys your idea to 

the listener from you , if you don't have a good vehicle you can not expect good 

communication of your data . 

 

❏ Personal development : Good knowledge of  language and having fluency in 

communication develop the personal growth . It also develops confidence in a person. 

Language fluency is used informally to denote a high level of language proficiency , 

whereby language use if smooth and flowing , as opposed to slow and halted .when it 

comes to communication , fluency is must .you can easily communicate with a native 

speaker  if you have only good  proficiency in speaking , but being  fluent in the language 

offers many benefits to you , particularly in the  world of business. 

 

❏ Professional  development : Person having knowledge of language and fluency can easily 

grow their professional development . The more fluent you are in your language the more 

job opportunities will be knock your door , and giving you a far wider choice of career 

option and higher pay scales offer . 

 



 

 

❏ Increase your listeners :If you are a good speaker , you can easily convey your idea in a 

good way . This will develop your personal and professional life . people will listen to 

you with excitement . 

 

❏ Look more efficient :If you have full command in your language  means the listener can 

trust you more . There will be no need for the next person to recheck and find any 

mistakes in that . 

 

❏ Allows you to travel more: On a personal and professional level this allows you to travel 

more . whether for any reason either professional or pleasure , a firm grasp of english 

allows you to succeed in  many countries. Being fluent opens up interesting ways and 

career choices for you . 

 

❏ Gives more opportunity: It gives you more opportunity for your careers . Infact native 

speakers can also fail if they are not properly educated. While applying for any job 

opportunity  for any position , fluency matters most  and checked properly at the time of 

interview.  

 

These are some points which clearly tell us the importance of language and fluency in 

conveying any data or idea. Fluency in conveying any idea becomes the need of current 

time in every field to stay engaged with the people. 
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